The separation of rigid body rotation term, r0, from the other displacement variables is a breakthrough idea in original discontinuous deformation analysis (DDA) formula. Although the original linear displacement function is a fast and efficient method in computation, it loses accuracy when blocks undergo large rigid body rotations. It can be a significant problem especially when solving the problem with high speed rigid body rotation, such as rock fall problem, or the larger time interval is introduced to the problem with rigid body rotation to obtain the results within less computation steps. Up to date, it is only known that the large rigid body rotation can cause free expansion and change the weight of block in the analysis. However, the authors consider that the problem can also affect the contact judgments in open-close iterations and cause wrong contact forces in the computation. In this paper, this problem will be discussed, and a new method named "post contact adjustment" is developed and applied to the contact computation terms of DDA. After the improvements, the simulation results show better contact computations and block area preservations even when the large rigid body rotation is carried out.
